Kyle has 2.7 kilograms of dried fruit. Each small cake needs 0.15 kilograms of dried fruit. How many small cakes can Kyle make?

Joe makes a fruit salad from 12 oranges, and 16 kiwifruit. If he makes another fruit salad using 12 kiwifruit how many oranges will he need?
In a box 100 apples are red and 150 apples are green. What percentage are green?

In a bag of apples 20 apples are red and 30 apples are green. John selects 30 apples from the bag. If he has the same proportion of reds and greens as the original bag how many of his selection are red?
Question 8/5: Instructions: Show the first question to the student and read it out loud while covering the second question. Then show and read the second question out loud.

What goes in the box?
80 : 120 = 4 : 

What goes in the box?
60 : 90 = 2n : 